Starting the year with Avaloq Academy

While most people set new resolutions every year, ours remain constant: to keep on learning.

There are many technologies, business concepts, and customization techniques to acquire in the Avaloq world, and this year we are offering courses ranging from ABR/S, APIs, and containerization to a new and improved ACCP.

Our promise is that we will do our very best to simplify these complex topics for you.

To keep yourself updated, stay tuned to the next bits & bytes on February!

Happy learning,
Jamela Wafy
Head of Academy

What’s new with Academy?

Start the new year right and learn Avaloq basics with Academy’s introductory courses. We have now revamped the Avaloq Foundation course to enable interactive learning.

2020 in retrospect

Despite the worldwide lockdown which prevented people from normal office work and travel, Avaloq Academy still managed to train 1,632 participants online.

- Introductory courses: 112
- Implementation courses: 363
- Operations courses: 58
- ACCP certification courses: 237
- ACCP Delta courses: 509
- ACCP Elective courses: 353

To register, go to avaloq.academy